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   There is no secret sauce   
  just learn to cook





Introduction

A recipe for success

My style of presenting comes from performance, from street 
theatre, cabaret, public speaking, teaching and compeering.  

The most important thing I have learnt in the last twenty years is 
that when you are not being authentic - you feel it, and it hurts.  

The trouble is, being in front of an audience does require you to 
be a bigger version of yourself, which can feel inauthentic.  

I have see many formulas and techniques, many of which claim 
to have some secret sauce or recipe for success.  

I am taking that food metaphor a little bit further, I say there is 
no secret sauce but your own, 

So let’s cook… 



Canapes

Book a call, subscribe or follow for those all important tasters.  

We love to tantalise with offerings and morsels from the kitchen. 

Follow us on instagram, connect on Linkedin and keep up to 
date with the Creative Edge Newsletter. 

At Working the Room, we practice proven old school skills and 
storytelling to help you develop excellent presentation 
techniques through the art of performance.  

This is hearty stuff, compassionate, flavourful and delivered 
with pride.  

https://www.instagram.com/creative_edge721/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/creative-edge
https://mailchi.mp/4d54be454a1c/subscribe


Takeaways

Treat yourself, convenient and seasoned with value for you. 

No one has all the answers, I certainly don’t. Getting the right 
coach or trainer for you comes down to one thing” 

The Relationship.  

Is this the right person for you to invest in. To answer that 
question I run one hour taster events. Some of these are free, 
some come at a small fee, which is never more than £15.  

At these events you can find out more about me and whether I 
am someone that you would like to work with.  

If you would like to take the next step, then just read on…



Lunch Time Specials

Blast learning over five days. Get the basics and get things 
bubbling straight away. 

Since the COVID pandemic, presenting online has become more 
important than ever.  

We all need to be confident and coherent when we present 
ourselves online. If you just want to cover the bases then the 
Lunch Time Specials are just for you.  

A series of 5 early afternoon I hour online training events, with 
follow up chat and optional peer support at the Supper Club. 



The Chefs Table

A six week production process to take you live to your audience.

Six weeks, one to one training tailored to your style and needs. 
We will work through a whole production process to deliver a 
live event.  

This is for the serious presenter who is aiming for a professional 
speaking career, or who wants to develop online training 
courses.  

To engage, motivate and inspire the Chef’s Table is where you 
need to be. 



Monthly Supper Club

Swap ideas and a regular masterclass from your head chef. 

A monthly get together where we will have a theme for each 
month to improve your skills. 

Some breakout time to address specific issues. 

A peer support network so that you always have support and 
encouragement. 



Customer Reviews


I am not a natural presenter so the feedback David 
gave was fantastic. It was very constructive and to 
the point and focused on all areas including the 

good bits which there were surprisingly quite a lot.

David is very intuitive and highly skilled at both 
the art of  presentation and crafting words for 
himself, and bringing it to life to enable other 

people to develop those same skills.

David's style and approach is fantastic! He creates 
a fun environment to hone your skills. More 

importantly, the results he has produced have been 
instantly noticeable.



Owner Patron

David Nixon

They say that the hardest character to 
portray is yourself. 
I have created Working the Room so that business 
professionals can get to grips with some of the basics of 
presenting.  

Whether it is online or live, there are certain skills that, once you 
have mastered them, will work for you every time. I draw on my 
twenty years writing and performing for live audiences to help 
you engage, inspire and motivate.  

I look forward to working with you. 



Cheque Please!

We offer value and affordability. The five day and six week 
programmes can operate according to a payment schedule that 
suits your cashflow. 

Free subscriptions


Taster Events £0-£25


5 Day ‘blast learning’ @250


6 week 121 bespoke production process £2500


Monthly facilitated peer support event £25pcm

Please call again. 


Creative Edge is always developing and always finding 
new ways to add value to your business. To keep up 
to date please subscribe for our monthly update.  

https://mailchi.mp/4d54be454a1c/subscribe
https://mailchi.mp/4d54be454a1c/subscribe


What to do now

The best thing to do is book a call. You 
can also phone or email, or find me on 

Linkedin. 


Contact

 Book a call

David Nixon

Creative Edge


Driftwood

Parkwood Farm


Manchester Road

Walmersley

Lancashire

BL9 5NL


07852674863

davidnixonwriting@gmail.com


Without Borders - Without Compromise 

mailto:davidnixonwriting@gmail.com
https://calendly.com/dnwcreativedge/

